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IN OUR 84th YEAS

Murray,

Ky., SatuTclay

Afternoon, August

24, 1963

MURRAY POPULATION 10, 100

Awards Won By
Local Youth,
Purchase Fair

1 LL.

.6-14

•

Vol.

MD

LXXXIV No. 201

Way Of Escape
For Miners Is
Getting Closer

In the 4-H King and Queen Contest at the Purchase Fair. Marybeth
Basz,ell received second place as ,
Queen and Johnnie Kele° rated ,
very good as King
Kelso-wen first- ,pitise--bist 17the Western Pleasure Class and
Horse
4-H
the
in
the Barrel Class,
this opes ation. It was slowed drastBy RUSS GREEN
Shoe held Thursday. August 22,
and MYRON FEINiolliFR
ically to.r prevent a cave-in and resat the fair. at Mayfield He received
cuers with shovels worked contin.
ladled Prese Internalise
a trophy in each of these Cia9SeS for
uously to clear the fact of the saft
BREAKING BREAD—Soviet Premier Khrushchev chats with Mrs. Tito and Yugoslav PresiHe
place.
and
first
ions
J
received
being
HAZELTON. Pa 'rfe
of dirt arid rock thrown up by the
dent Tao chats with Mrs. Khrushchev at a Belgrade dinner during Khrushchese$ visit.
place in the Weave and Wand Clams
drillers made state,- .
to- bit.
escape
soh the Flag Race Class and third
day in widening
Today's drilling began at 7:30
Henry
Showmanship
David
d
class
place in
shaft to
a. m I leErla after a rubber, metal
resto
Judy Kelso won first place with
Throne in reneued efforts
and wooden "plug" had been lowthe serenest dog in the 4-H Pet
cue the "sipped miners this week- ered 297 feet—almost to the botAuThursday.
on
held
also
Show
end.
toinof the hole.
gust 22.
By le - 15 a. m. (EDT). a 36-inch
Prevents Debris Falling
Hendon
revolutions
Bata
30
Show.
only
In the Dairy
drill turning at
The plug, designed to prevent
per Cr —1111• 5 'sad enlarged 32 feet of
shoised the Grand Champion Jerpup
sent be
White House
dust or debris from falling on Yel67REAKAI IS ROM:I-Streaker,the
•
the l2-in el wide hole Rescuers
r sey cow. This cow rhoseed in the
Chief of Police Barman Parke
lin and Throne, had been metfJa-rvielme liennedy:Trnikes fiends real fast e11.11 Mark
By PHILLIP SHELTON
Mary Pat Hodges. Marilyn Wilson,
three year old class. Other results
said a Liege to Louis Bova. 42, a
today urged that bicycle riders no
the
c.ulously trimmed to fit the hole.
Hi ore, io. his new masret. in Columbia,
Rand Director
Dew Anna Brumley. Linda AllbritIncluded : Marsha Hendon, first place
third nuner who was trapped about
tor 900oter and automobile drivers
Atop it was poured 900 pounds of
The Murray High Black and Gold ten Ann Story, Mellisa Trevathan,
the 2 year old cia.e. also third
18 feet train the other two, was proshow each other mutual respect, In
quick -drying cement,
Marching Band has just finished Eddie Jones, and Nannette Solo.
gressing "nicely.place in the aged bow cla-ss. Billy
particularly'over the coming Labor
Then sand and water were pourtheir first week of band auto. This man compose our Sax section.
Officials estimated that widenHendon placed third in the 4 year
Day weekend.
ed down the hole: Fellin. 58. and
camp started last Monday at 8:00
Wisalost two good boys last year
ing of the she'. to Fellin and
old cow class. Billy and Marsha to"There are more than 30.000 bikes
Throne, 28, retorted from below
with intensive drill and playing from our drum section but it volts
gether received second place in the
Throrie would be completed between
In America today" he said, and
that none of it got to their chamber.
exercises.
as if this section will stall be a
get a sire, and second place in the
7:30 p. m. and 11:30 p. m. (EDT'
many
our
of
yostets
and, their
For double safety. another plug was
O
The: band is still in the building stronger section under the leaderDairy Herd Class. Billy also reSunday night.
parents too, will be using their bikes
The funsral of Van Key of Purlowered, above the cement
process but the over all sound on ship of Senile Humphreys than It
The 26-inch bit, which weighs
calved first place for the best udOyer Labor Day for a last fling at
year will be held taday ..at 2:00
Officials planned to bore about
in the
the heed should be much superior was Sat year Others in this section
dered cow,- and first
2.000 pounds, normally turns at 1.750
The American Institute of Indus- p. m at the Oak Grove
the lake, parks, picnics and playBaptist
OS feet toward Fellin and Throne
to that of previous years as this are Jimmy l'hurrnond. Eddie Outrevointions per mini.tes But for
production class Marsha received trial Engineers for West Kentucky
groonds.
in Henry County, Tennessee
Church
with the 26 inch bit, thee to stop
•
years band will carry a much strong- land. Letha Young, Tommy Wilthird place in the production class. and Tennessee area will hold their
Observe the rules of the road,
with Bro M C. King officiating.
and confer on their next step The
er bram section. In our Cornet barns. Dale Sykes, Craig Carman,
Heifer Division. Martha next meeting at the Steak House
In
out. to make it a safe
he pointedthe
Burial
llie
in
be
will
church ceme. .•
12 inch hole needs to be widened
section we have Dana Roberson. Laura idoseShirley Cochran. Fred
Kemp placed first in the Junior In McKenzie. Tennessee Monday
holiday for all isoncerned.
tery.
only to 17,s Inches, the outer diStanley Jewell. Steve Douglas, Rob- Paul Stalls. Susan Sparks, James
Yearling class Danny Kemp re- August 36 at 6,30 p. m.
Chief Parker listed the following
He is survived by six daughters,
ameter of a custom designed esin Hornsby, Ronnie Ragsdale. Ror.- Wilils.
ceived first place in the Senior
twelve major bike rules of the road
cape capsule in which the two men
The speaker at the meeting will Mrs ylvia Dalton of Murray aciute
Our ,Majortittes are Jan Jones,
ille Pox. Bill Hart, Steve Brown,
Yearling cams. Martha Kemp reas received from the Bicycle InMrs.
four.
%Politic Miller of Mace.
are to be rescued. A 17i, inch bit
Jane flelote. Steve Tharpe, Marilyn Paula Alibritten. Dianne Shuffett,
ceived third place in the Junior be [)wanton Seals. Plant Superinstatute of America.
don. New York, Mrs. Brenda Provis available.
Yarbrough. Beck Moore. Paulette Greer Houston. Vickie Ellis. with
and Senior calf class. Danny Kemp tendent of the Tappan Company.
1. Observe all traffic regulations,
ince
Illinois.
Decatur,
of
Mrs Macrel
Rescuers Design Capsule se•
Garner. and Betty Ussery will be June Ryan soiliead Majorette. Debreceived and and fourth place in His topic will be "Typical Methods
Signs and lights
Maynard, Clay, New York, MIRO:
The bullet-shaped capsule. 611
on horn while Max Russell. Kenny bie Dibble is First Alternate and
the Senior Calf class. Denny also Applications for Cost Savings"
2. Keep to the right. Ride single
Christine Held of Kansas City. Kanfeet long and 15,, inches wide cia
Stobblefield, and Joe Porsee will iz an outstanding replacement
received and place in the 2 year old All industrial engineers from the
file.
its inside, is to bring the men out.
sas, and Mrs. Jimmy DeMarra of
area are encouraged to attend.
Miss Dianne West will head this
hold down the Trombone section
cow .claes.
3. Have a white light in front ancr
Anaheim.
one by one, as it is raised and low.
California, two sons NoWe have Phyllis Poole. Debbie Dib- years band as drum Major. She
Ms's. Homer Ford. 69, of Calvert ered on cables It was designed by
a red light or reflector on the back
ble Key and Edgar Key, both of
ble Slob Poole. and Jane Bryan on plays Baritone Sax during Concert
in
yeiterday
killed
an
was
City
for night riding Wear light colornineteen
St Louis:
grandchildren
three of the men at the rescue scent
•
Baritone and Harold Gamer, Joey season. Miss West is a Junior .
automobile accident about one mile and made of rolled steel.
ed clothing at night.
and two great grandchildren.
Abeady the band is looking as
.as,
Wilson, and Bill Metzger on
4. Have a workable horn or bell.
Pallbearers will be Talk Myers, north of Hardin. Her hesband and, If the reaming operation proseeds
Itta is a young Bal. 0080°11 but good es last years band and 11 the
Maintain a safe gored
Henry Sykes, Paul Dunn. Forred grandson were injured in the acci- without de%aya, it could be eonsndernen will keep worldnit hard
they are doing wonderful Week ..pd
5.' Watch for cars pulling into
Pritshall, Sam Peschalr and Judge dant94 to Se hours *Then
should get better - with every per- k could be one of the bed bands
Mr Ford and Kenny Ford. age 4, the capsule coukl be brought into
traffic. Be careful of dcors openPastan.
to be put on the football fit Id at
formance_
I were brought to Lilo Murray Hoe- play.
ing on parked cars.
Of course. our woodwind section Murray High in a number of years
ea
then
pital for emergency trtment,
6. Never hitch a ride on another
The probe. which hit the two
Ls up in good shape again. We do
a removed tp the Metlesdast Hospital InimorS- prison .waa hailed as
nte have any dead weight in this
in Memphis by nmbulance
7. Carry
pa.seengers or objects
racidons" by one official it was the.
section. so the sound in this section
James L. Johnson, Executive Sec- of the Post Office Department, has
Mrs. Ford suffered head and body third ti
vehich interfere with vision or con-v. and brought jubilant'
the
of
provision
a
that
advised
of
ix much improved On Clarinet, the
Chamber
Murray
the
retary of
trol
Gary Youtablood was bound over injuries. Mr. Ford suffcred head and satisfaction to a crowd of several
fine
meximurn
provides
a
Code
S.
U
reputaband will carry Patty Pasco, Pain
that
today
said
chest injuries and the little boy hundred gathered at the surface
8. Keep your bike in perfect op- Commerce
Clark. Sherrie Payne. Donna Murare being erf $1.000 or imprisonmera for not to the September Grand Jury yes- suffered
fractured skull.
erating condition Make sure brakes ble mail-order firms
Danger Still Present
terdav and placed under bond or
phy, Barbara Brown. Jerrie Johnso-called "ghost- more than years or both for any
the
by
plagued
State Police reported that Mr.
are functioning properly.
But H. Beecher Charmbury. state
$300 He was charged with violation
ordering
of
guilty
found
person
consumers
son. Faye McClure. Davanna GreenBERLIN Vet -flee cast Bere
by
good
of
9. Stop, look and listen at all in- ordering"
of two parts of the probation rules Ford apparently failed to. straighten secretary of mines, cautioned that
field. Robert Forsee, Rita Ryan, briers bluffed their way to the
who have no intention of paying goods through the mails with no
tersections.
he was under, in connection with out his car after rcranding a curve. the situation now is "just as danthem.
for
paying
of
intention
Sharon Wilkerson, Janis Wilkerson. Berlin Wall. them scrambled over
them.
The car went Off P. six foot bank gerous as it has ever been." Gord10:171Ie proper hand signals when for
This provision of the law is vig- damage done at the Calloway Coun- and
• landa Ryan. Kay Pinkley, Cathy It safely under Communist gunfire,
This frauidulent practice applies
struck a utility pole. Mrs. Ford on Smith. another rescuer, added:
stopping or turning
Cooper, Margaret Bryan. Judy liar
long-standing orously enforced in the Federal try Club'earlter this year.by several was thrown out of the car and it
'eat Berlin palice said today.
a
to
twist
reverse
a
11. Ride in a straight line. Do not
"We're not over the hill yet. There
of courts by the Department of Just- young people.
gis. Sharon Lockhart Playi
shipping
evil—the
merchandising
Youngblood is eighteen years of proceeded and struck a tree about still is some risk."
Two of the men were given hos- swerve or weave.
Post Ofthe
with
cooperation
in
ice,
s Johnfrom top to bottorn Ls
conto
mails
the
through
fifty feet further along the line of
12. Avoid sidewalk riding. Always goods
Workers trimming the rubber edage.
fice Department.
son. Pam Ross. Gail Morris. Linda pital treatment for wounds caused
travel,
give the pedeetrial the right of way sumers who didn't order them and
ges of the pile; worked meticulousHarris, Nancy Story. Linda Story. by barbed wire but none of the
don't want them
Mrs Ford was a school teacher ly, though the realities operation
bulKathy Farrell. Dorothy Swann, three was hit by border guard
For years housewives and profesMURRAY HOSPITAL NEWS
for many years and both she and awaited only the *red.-We haven't
lets. The three men. aged 20. 28,
sional people have been the targets
her husband were retired.
run into trouble.4 one of them said,
and 31, escaped shortly after 8
•••••
of a wide variety of unordered merGilbertsville Rt. 1; Mrs Willis
"but we want to make sure this
p. m. Friday.
Census — Adult ----- 73
chandise, including ties, banderRt 5; Mrs Roger Miller. West
plug is 100 per cent foolproof."
Census — Nursery ---- 16
kerchiefs, books, fountein ptns and
One of the men was a bulldozer
15th; Master .teven Steele', Rt. as
• 1
Trend 5a. and Throne. 28, ex,
Pe['Fret aterriltted.
items.
other
driver working in a construction
Mrs. James Roes, Rt. 6: Vernon
0
hausted by probably their most arPatients Ditmissel
unagliated
the
Accompanying
site on the East Berlin side of the
Gardner. Beale Hotel; Mrs, Jimmy
0
duous day Friday, EX1 those above
New CI t:rens
good is a request from the shipper
wail, near a aalled-off bridge leadThe,
Fandrich
Parks, Rt 1; MbIS
Benton Town and Country at about 2 a. m. (
j today that
Patients Admitted from Wednes- Pa
return
or
price
asking
the
remit
, to
ing to the American sector district
15 a in. to Friday 8:45 a. m. Circarama Drive: Miss Sharon Fan- Garden Club will present a Fall they were going toalneeta On the
d-r
of
case
the
In
merchandise
the
of Neukoelln
,lea, Saaran Fantirich. Circararna drich, Circararna Drive: Robert Fashion.Show at 8 p m. on August surface two groups of workers so
charities, an appeal is made for a
Drive; Miss Susan Fandrich, en- Seaft. Rt. 1, Alamo: Lindsey Roberts 30. at Kentucky Dam Village re- lently labored -one over the plug
After quitting time Friday night
donation.
and the other about five yards away
core/la Drive Mrs. ,Allie Ross Rt. Rt. 4: Mrs, Floyd Butler, Rt. 2; creation hall.
he returned with two friends. All
In the "ghost ordering" gambit
Theme for the occasion will be at the attempted probe to Bova.
I. Benton: Keith Aadair Vasseur, Jack Norsworthy. Coldwater Road;
three were wearing boiler :MILS and
It's the business firm, not the conOther work stopped for what some
1303 Birch,'Benton, William David Carlton Outland, College Farm Rd.; "Shades of Autumn", with fashions
More than fifteen acts have been they carried a case of tools
sumer, with cause for complaint.
Bissell, 706 So. 16th; Robert Emett Mrs James Tipton. 737 Nadi Drive by Jeanne Elliott of IOLaytield and called a wasted hour and a half
contracted to sing at the Hootenany
They told the East German paAccording to the National Better
Boyett. Lynn Grove; Virgil Stewart, and baby girl; Mrs. Wallace Gordon. Paducah and Lad and Lassie of Friday night while a closed circuit
this Sunday. ranging from string trol they., were repairing the bullBusiness Bureau with which the
television camera was lowered down
So. 13th: Mrs. Tommy Carol- Golden Pond: !Ars. Mary Harris. Rt. Murray.
bands to solo singers, banjo players dozer.
local Chamber is affiliated through 300
Admission for the show is $1.00 the 12-inch hole to take pictures of
way, 713 Elm; Otis Ferguson. New 5: Van Key (Expired) Puryear,
and fiddlers Two or three variety
Two of the Communist guards
membership the scheme works this
per person. Tickets may be purchas- the two men -and for mecrical exConcord: Mrs Jerry Johnston, 905 Tenn.
acts are also scheduled. including , stopped for a long, conversation
way:
-Knieht• tele- aininatfon- and to survey the walls
.edartest MrsWest 10th; Gene Paul King, 204
comedy and tap dancing
with them. Finally one of the guards
Legitimate mail-order firms de
e Benton. 527-7751, Mrs. Rich- and sturdiness of their niche.
p
So. 9th: Mrs. Freed Curd and baby
Included on the bill are: Billy moved away
not ship without an order but many
Only Fuzzy Image
ard Rudolph. telephone 527-T510,
girl. 406 No. 16th; Mrs. John Maclaid Wheeler. nationally known fitir i The escapees overwhelmed the
do solicit orders and provide order
or any members of the Benton Town
The camera produced only a fuzzy
Millan and baby girl. 314 No. 12th;
singer and oomposer; The Travelers. second guard, dashed on to the
cards for would-be buyere.
and Country Garden Club.
image of Fellin, plus what some
Mrs. Brent Hughes. Rt. 1; James
a folk singing group of Paducah: bridge, and scrambled over the wall.
Some larcenous consumers who
Proceeds will be used for land- thdeght was Throne's mustached
Dan biorton, Rt. 1, Hazel; Rubert
Alex Harvey. Memphis Tennessee; As they fought their way through
and
rightstheir
of
aware
well
are
Robert A. Burton
scaping the lawn of the Marshall visage . Officials reported dolefully
Maynard. Belmont Drive; Miss JoAl Koehn of Anna: The Rhythm the barbed wire on top, the guards
obligations wah regard to unorderUnited Press International
County court house and other beau- that -The test didn't give us any
ann Melton. Rt. 7, Box 93B, BentRamblers, a local string band: Coach disoovered the attempt and fired
ed goods attempt to misuse this
tification projects.
information"
on; Mrs. Howard Conner and baby
Monarchy Wyatt. Berea. Kentucky; three or four salvoes from their
knowledge to obtain merchandise
142o-1 11.4...h hole reached the
__ 89
boy. Dexter: Mrs. Thomas L. Wyatt High Yesterday
()area Douglas of Paducah; Bruce machinepistols.
without payment.
and
Fellin
chamber containing
67
and baby boy. Rt. 5: Master Donnie Low Yesterday
However, none of the estimated
They return order cards sent to
• Muni:wan and Bonnie, of Paducah;
Throne at about 3•30 p. m. Friday
79
Dannie Guthrie, 602 So. 9th.
7:15 Today
and many others.
20 shots found their mark and the
them by legitimate mail-order firms
Its success was signalled by Throne's
Patients Dismissed from WednesKentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 356. up
John Seitz. a leading actors in escapees tumbled into West Ber--with or without signatures—and
ioudspeakrIy
ace
rlfea
dsuc
st. heard
orda
wrs
e
day 8:15 a. m. to Friday 8:45 a. in. 0.1'; lake temperature 79 ; below
STARS, will emcee the show which lin.
then return all follow-up account?
Rev. Henry McKenzie. pastor Of
Master James Lawson, 800 Sunny dam 302.5', up 0.2' in 24 hours
invites local musicians to come and
Robert A. Burton, son of Me and Mg statements with the comment
The Communists did not fire in"It's through, the hole Is drilled
College Presbyterian Church. and
Lane; Mrs Ellis Meadows 518 Whitbring in.struments and join in the to West Berlin territory after them, Mrs. Connie- Burton of Murray that no order was ever placed.
Mrs. McKenzie have returned from out
nell; W. T. Keeling. Box 374 Calfun. As many unscheduled acts will police said.
route one, has received a letter
Playing the role of the aggrieved
Sun/ 6:37: sunrise 521.
The breakthrough has followed
a trtp to Vancover. British ColumCity; Mrs. Curtis McCuan,
be used as possible in the three-hour
The U. S. Army today sent five from William D Carmichael. Dean recipient of unsolicited merchan- vert
bia and Seattle. Enroute home they an excruciating last hour. in which
show. and the audience will be in- convoys along the autobahn be- of Cornell University, Graduate dise. they assert that the goods will Paducah; Mrs. William Beasley,
Western Kentucky — Partly cloudy spent several days in Yellowstone the drill inched delicately into the
to sing along on some of the tween Wed Germany and West School of Business and Public Ad- be surrendered to any messenger College Court; Miss Beverly Ward,
and warm today, high 85 to 90. Park. and visited their son Douglas roof of the chamber at a speed by as
numbers
Berlin in a periodic demonstration ministration. advising him that he is who calls for them, noting that if
Showers and scattered thundershow- in Glenwood, Illinois.
which one worker said "you could
Seats will be offered on a first- of access rights.
HAM SHOOT
to be the recipient of a grant-in-aid the merchandise is not called for
ers tonight ending early Sunday.
Mr. McKenzie will be in his pulpit shave." At the surface, the drill had
come basis and will sell for one dolBerlin - based troops were re- in the amount of $1700.
within a specified time, storage
Becoming madly cloudy and cooler, on Sunday. August 25, when his hacked out as much as 30 feet an
lar. children fifty cents. A special turning to the city after live firThe Calloway County ConservaFinancial charges will be made.
The Committee on
low tonight in mid 60s
theme will be "Great Principles and hour.
family rate admits five or more for ing training in West Germany..
Awards of the University recomThe scheme is simple enough but tion Club will hold a ham and
Fellires wife Anna. 47. who had
Small Duties". Mrs, Vernon Shown
three dollars. four for $250 three for
pheasant shoot at the Ernest Bailey
The 670 officers and men drove mended that Burton be awarded it -has serious drawbacks
been keeping a quiet vigil by the
will be guest soloist,
over the 110-mile East German a Sloan grant-in-aid for the 1963$2.00Notes the local Chamber of Com- farm on Sunday August 25. The
scene for eleven days, wept
reue
sc
The 5 a. m. (EST) temperatures:
HOOTENANY places emphasis on highway in 119 trucks and jeeps.
merce: The "messenger" who res shoot will begin at 12:30 p.m. Cold
64 year.
quietly when she was told the
NO'nCE
66. Covfolk music and country music, muThey had "no trouble" with SovAlthough the award is not auto- sponds to the invitation to pick-up drinks will be held at the club house. Louisville 63, Lexington
Anyone interested in bowling in probe had succeeded. "Thank you.
sic reflecting great interest and iet control officers on the autobahn matically renewable. Dean Car- "ghost-ordered" goods may instead The proceeds from the shoot will ington 63, Paducah 70. Hopkinsone in
pride in our national and local tea- checkpoints and "the movement was michael said that Burton could pick-up the perpetrator on fraud be used for restocking game in the ville 71, London 63, Bowling Green the Wednesday night league is ask- LercL" she whispered. "No
world is happier. I am the tapditions and culture, a spokesman guile routine," an Army spokesman certainly apply for a renewal at the charges.
county. Everyone is invited to at- 64, Evansville, Ind., 64 and Hunt- ed to contact L. J. Hendon, secretary the
pled."
er Red Doherty at Corvette Lanes.
ington. W. Va. 66.
said.
end of the present school year.
Louis J. Doyle, General Counsel tend.

This Year's Murray High Band
Is Looking Good;Is Stronger

Rules Of Safety Are
Issued By Police
Chief Burm an Parker
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Fat In Women AL Batting
Increases As Practice Held
Age Moves Up
By DEWS SMITH

Warren Spahn
Stars hi Two
Roles Friday

By NORMAN MILLER
United Press Inter:wawa!
They started batting practice in
the American League at 6 o'clock
Friday night and still acre at it by
midnight.

By MILTON RICHMAN

Untied Prism International

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1500
UPI Science Editor
Madison Ave., Merriphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.;
NEW YORK
Between the
busphen.son Bldg-, Detroit, Mich.
ages o3 It) and 70 the fat oontent
A barrage of 142 hits. 84 runs and
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmon esi of the normal womari increases by 19 homers rattled off all those lively
553 per cent. This is the ca.lcula- bats and sent pitcher,: scurrying for
Second Class Matter.
non or Dr Charlotte M Young. who bomb shelters in the seven games
SUBeaalt.EPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20e, per is establislung a scientific baseilne
played.
motto 8.5e. In Calloway and adjoining counUes, per yaw, $4.50; else- of how much of the
female is fat
where, $8.00.
The cannonading produced sot h
and how :ouch is lean througbout
lop-sided scores as the Los Angeles
her life span.
Oistmending Civic Asset of a Community is tlea
That could sound_ a_lanning to Angels' 17-0 rout of the Washmgton
Intagrity of lii Newspiapee
females but, they can relax. The Senators: the Det.run Tigers' 17-2
nude doesn't do 'nearly as well in shellacking of the Kansa.s City AthSATURDAY — AUGUST 24, 1963

Preserving his proportion of lean
to fat he ages. When both are young

Quotes From The News

the female contains two and a half
tunes more tea than the male does.
Whets this norrhal nude and this
normal female "reach their 70's,
Ry UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
WASHINGTON — Sen. J. William Fulbright (D.-Ark.). however, he is 30 per cent fat and
considering chances for ratification of the partial nuclear .she is 46 per cent. Her fat ratio

Versatile Warren Spatui played a
Nazi soldier by day and his accusby United Prom International
tomed role at night and he lulled
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Teem
the people with both performances.
W. I.
P, t. G
New York
The 42-year old Milwaukee southal 46 .643
Chicago
.. 70 56 .556 11
paw made his debut as a Holeywood
Baltimore
actor Friday amid then hurried out
72 58 .554
Minnesota
69 57 .548 12
to the ball park to beat the Los
Boston
Angeles Dodgers, 6-1, and slice their
61 66 484 20
Cleveland
62 57 481 20., National League lead to 5., games.
Detroit
The fun-loving SPalthie said he
58 66 .468 22
Los Angeles
wasn't sure which gave him the
59 71 .454 24
KallSaS City
bigger kick.
57 69 .452 24
letics. 'and the Baltimore Orioles
Waslungton .. 46 81 .362 35a
When he showed up on the set
14(-4 assault on the Minnesota Twins.'
Friday's Results
to play a Neal sergeant in ADC's
television "Combat" series, he was
Detroit and Baltimore won twe Baltimore 14 Minnesota t, 1st. twi
night doubleheaders, each club um- Baltimore 6 Minnesota 2, and. night given a sueenachlne gun which he
grasped in his left ham.
rung the nightcap by a modest 6-2 Detroit 17 Kansas City 2, 1st, twi
Told to carry the gun in his right
score. In the other games, the New Detroit 6 Kan. City 2, and, night
hand, Spat= quipped:
York Yankees drugged the Chicago New York 7 Chicago 2, night
"I fire better. with my left."
White Sox. 7-2, to widen their league Boston 3 Cleveland 2. 13 ins., night
17 --lAtealtingteite4,
_Illiat—saa---the haat he used to
lead to If-games. asestiathegain his 18th rectory of the season
Today's Games
Red Sox edged the Cleveland Indiand the 343rd of his career Friday
ans. 3-2, on Lou Clinton's 13th- Kansas City at Detroit
night against the Dodgers
Boston at Cleveland
trining hixner.
Los Angeles at Washington. night
Scattered Nine ants
The Homers
Spahn scattered nine: hits, drove
Minnesota at Baltimore, night
Russ Snyder of the Orioles and Chicago at New York
in one of the Braves' runs with a

has increased by 56.3 per cent but
test be 12
his has shot up by 176 per cent.
"My 'guess is that our only difficulty will be with people At this stage the female
contains
trying to tack on reservations—to try to cripple the treaty." only one and a half times more fat.
In Proper Properties
By "Normal.- Dr. Young means a
LOS ANGELES — Evangelist Billy Graham. preaching
that conversion to a God-like way of life was a matter of the woman who is not fat in the sense
of being obese—a woman whose Norm Ci.sh of the
heart, not the head:
Tigers led the
Sunday's Games
body weight Is in proper proportion homer-hitting with two each. Leon
"God requires that we receive His Son by faith. This is a
to her height and body build. For Wagner walloped his 24th for Los Kansas City at Detroit, 2
simple act. The moment you receive Christ, the whole direc- some years she
Boston at Cleveland, 2
has been measuring Angeles; Jinume Hall his 23rd for
Los Angeles at Washington
tion of your life changes."
such women at Cornell University's Minnesota; Jim Gentile his '21st f
Graduate School of Nutrition, Itha- Baltimore. and even 38-year old Vic Minnesota at Baltimore
Chicago at New York, z
WASHINGTON — President Kennedy, cOmmenthig on the ca. N. Y.
Wertz of the Twins got into the
The idea is to establish how much act with his third of the year;
cuts made by the house in Alliance for Progress funds for
NATIONAL LEAGUE
of the total women is fat. Dr.
Latin America':
Teem
W 1- P.t, Oft
Ken
Young
McBrale
of
the
hasnea
cured
Angels,
who
their body
"This is not the way to defeat COMMulitsm iii this hemi76 50 ..e03
density, the thicknesses of the Min- finally gained his 13th victory in Los Angeles
sphere."
71 56 603
folck; at 12 places. based OR oxygen his seventh try since July 24. bene- St. Louis
comiunption. a number of skeletal fited Irons the lustiest bitting sup- San Francisco _ 70 57 559 6'i
_ 70 59 543 al,
dimensions, and several other para- port — and the best fielding — of Philadelphia
67 61 .523 10
the night. While he held the Sena- Milwaukee
meters.
68 63 519 10.,
All these measurements now show tors to three hits, the Angels rapped CIncinnati
66 62 .512 12.,
that between 16 and 30 female fat 19 has for 17 runs and executed Chicago
LEDGI It
TIMES FILE
64 62 508 13
is 28t9 per cent of total body six aouble plays., The six double Pittsburgh
47 81 .367 31
weight It increases just a little be- plays were one short of the major Houston
40 87 .315 27a
*Billy J. Crass, Murray, having met all the entrance re- ta-emn 30 and 40 but between 40 league record set by the Yankees lit New York
Friday's Results
quirements ,has been accepted for admission to the Fall clam and 50 it gets up to 3533 per cent. 1941.
Chicago 6 New York 5,
After 50 it is at 41.88 per cent and
of the Georgia Institute of- Technology.
Boaton's 17th Win
Philadelphia 4 Pittsburgh 2, night
Miss Ruby Simpson. head of the Murray State Home Eco- at 60 at 44 56.
Jim Houton scattered 10 hits and St. Louis 4 Houston 1. night
-Mean body density and hence
nomics Teachers Association at the F.F.A. State Camp.
body fatness remained the same Joe Peratone drove In three runs in Milwaukee. 6 Los Angeles 1, night
Mrs. Martha Smith, and Mrs. Barletta Wrather attended the
from 30 until about 40 years of the Yankees' win over the White San Francisco 11 Cincinnati 3, night
annual conference of the Kentucky Vocational Home Eco- age.- she reported to the New York Box. The triumph was Bouton's 17th.
Today's Games
nomics Teachers Association at the F.F.A. Statt Camp.
State Journal of l'idedicine. -Then Hoyt Wilhelm pitched four perfect Pittsburgh at Philadelphia night
- -A grOilp Of Murray boys have-returned fruni the Royal Aire. der:ally decreased *and thus body Inflingr for the Sox before Pepitteiel New Voris at Chicago
single etarted a two-run spurt that St. Louis at Houston. nigh
bassador Convention. Bows attending the sthwide conven-; fatness increased by decades.lion were Hal Shipley, Bobby Key, Fred Witsbn, John Byler, Her male figures came front pre- sent the veteran knuckleballer down Milwaukee at Los Angeles. night
vioua scientific studies of leanness- to his eighth defeat against only Cincinnati at San Francisco
Roy Weatherly, and Eddie Adair.
fatness ratios. It Is well known to two victories.
Sunday's Games

Ten Years Ago Today

phyaologists and phasicians KenMilt Pappas. also enjoying 19-tat Pittsburgh at Philadelphia
,rally that females naturally have
support; nets the Tains to ax hits New York at Chicago
a higher fat-to-lean ratio than • in
the opener and .Robin Roberts St 'Louis at Houston
males_
pitched an eight-hitter in thc night- Milwaukee at Los Angeles
Fat Beneath Surface
cap for the 1156th triumph of his Cincinnati at San Francisco
Dr King emphasized the skinfold

20 Years Ago This Week
LEDGER & TIMES PILE

measurements.
Funeral services for Nalda Washburn, age 72. were held
-The total thickness of stinted&
brother,
of
his
Tuesday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the home
did not increase above that of the ,
young woman Until the fifth decade
N. D. Washburn, on East Main Street.
Dr. Charles Hire,,snember of Murray, College faculty, has -aod at that point reflected accurateafin0Unted Marne Iktflt/Tilr-1}"tars leave trf abeenrat TO reach IT the latarease in body fatness."
physics at Indiana University during the coming school year. she reported.
-Howevey. although the kainfolds
Alfred Moore of the Lynnville community died at his
continued to narease slightly in
home Wednesday evening at 7 o'clock of euremic poisoning the next two decades they by 110
following a month of illness.
means reflected the magnitude of
the continued increase in body fatThis. she continued: "suggested"
:bat beyond the -age ef 50 the ferrialea mere-arena fat ratio is in her
LEDGER Itt TIMES FLLE
central fat, far beneath her surfaces
But skinfold thickneases in the
regions were -superier
Today will be an event that should be of great interer abdonunal

30 Years Ago This Week

to the people of Murray and surrounding country, namely
the opening of the Ben Franklin Sc to 81.00 Store, located on
Main Street directly across from the Courthouse.
Max B. Hurt will be the principal speaker at the New Concord High School opening exercises. Mr. Hurt is at former
principal of New Concord High School and a gilled speaker.
Herman L. Broach was elected president of the Young
Men's Democratic Club at their re-organization meeting held
last Friday night
— —

to all of the other parameters in
correlation with body density " She
recommended these measurements
Wr-othee-selentists engaged in smiler studies.

career.

Detroit made 27 its and 23 rims
itas doubleheader sweep over KanKentucky motorists can get their
sas City, Frank Lary pitched a ma- care safety-checked at the Kentucky
natee in the opetio* for his second St...te Pair this year The safetywin of the year and Phil Regatcheld check lane is sponsored by the
the A's to nine hits in the nightcap. State Department of Public Safety
The Wailes( homer of the night and the Kentucky Junior Chamber
was Clinton's for the Red Sox in the of Commerce
13th inning against Pedro Ramos of
the Indians Ramos pitrallti. a fiveEastern Kentucky did not become
hitter and struck out 13 but yielded attractive to pioneer settlers until

homers to Carl Ya-strzemski and Ed
Bresw,ud prior to Clinton's. Dick
Raciatz, who relieved stsrter Earl
Wilson us the ninth and pitched
shutout ball for the last 4,-, innings.
was credited with his 13th victory
against four defeats.

another on Frank Bolling's single
after doubling off reliever Larry
Sherry us the ninth.
Dead set on alumna 20 genies
for the 13th time in his career,
Bpaihn beat the Dodgers for the
fourth time this year and warahead
from the first inning when Eddie

Mathews hit his 19th homer with
one on off 19-year old Dick Calmus,
The Dodgers' only run off Spahn
also came in the firs when Tommy
Davis singled home Maury Wills
from second.
The Cardinals took advantage of
the Dodger.' loss to gam a full game
on them by beating the Cults, 4-1,
while the Giants moved to within
fe, games of first place web an
11-3 'sin over the Reds The Phalies
defeated the Pirates, 4-2, and the
Cubs edged the Mets, 6-5
Glbsea Wen 14th .
Bob Gibson won his 14th for the
Cardinale with a Loa-hitter over
the Colts. St. Lows scored all four
of its rune off Dick Farrell 10-101
In the first inning, George Alt.man's
two-run double being the big blow.
Bill White had four of the Cards'
eight hits.
Willie McOovey drove in three
rims with three hits while 'nun
Haller and Muck Haler each hornered as the Giants used a 16-hit
attack to knock over the Reds Bob

Bolin, who relieved starter Jack
Sanford in the fourth, blanked the
Reds the rest of the way for his
eighth victory. Jim Maloney 1111-6)
suffered the loss.
Dennis Bennett picked up his seventh victory for the Phillies against
only two defeats although screwbailer Jack asidachan rind to throttle a Pirate threat in the seventh.
West Covington's 14th homer with
one on off loser Don Schwan in
the third put the Plias ahead for

good and they scored what proved
the power of the Indians north of to be tae winning run in the fifth
the Ohio River was broken at the on an error by third baseman Bob
Battle of Tippecanoe in 1811.
Bailey. Jim Pagliartni homered for

two victories.
The Pioneer Mayhouse, Danville.

was named Kentucky's offimal"state
theater by the 1962 Legislature

Pictures

,
II
restaurant
THIS GOT THEM ARRESTED--Newroes sit in a
clearway In Plaquernne, La., demonstrating against segreg tin, as a white man emerges from the establishrnenL

WI.en they refitted to move, police hauled them off bodily.
Police arrested 61 In a 24-hour period in Plaquemine.

•

No.3r

Thirty months. after the Rebellion spread froca Fort
Sumter in the harbor across the whole South.
Charleston its.'lf remained virthally untouched by the fighting. The fortaitaken by
the Rebels between December 1860 and midApril 1861 were augmented by harbor defensive works engineered by Maj. Gen_ P. T.
G. Beauregard. and protected Charleston welt.
The Union Navy learned by costly experts
pare in le62 that its best wooden warships
were not equal to the task of reaucine the
defer.ses and opening up the city. It Wok
the strongest nevi ironclads, and awiftastmoving new moniturs, mounting the Most
powerful guns available, to show any issolts..
The newest rdlal carmonswere the invention of Joho A.. Dahlgren, the chief of the
Na.vy Bureau of Ordnance, who Wag sent to
taku over the ittatkaig naval forcea after
other commander& at Charleston had failed.
Fort Sumter, which had remaintd..:1-ela-

tively nridamaged ender lira earlier, (rum.

(11 Contemporary _sketch of rates shells repludlag in /et Sumter, Charleston, in 1363.
bled trnatir concentrated, 1nel:ow:int fire. On
Aug. 17, 1S63, an estimated 950 shots were
directed at it from menitore and larger ironchide, while Battery Wagner and other harbor defenses were under assault simultar.e°oily. Shots that went astray in the bombardments hit in the city and Charleston
finally felt what other important Southern
cities had undergone.
Yet even with Fort Sinister a harnbiee,
defenders stayed there, living in the ruins,

and inanng the'remaining serviceable guns.
,
1 earlier in this series, endeavAs indicatr.
ors were made to aid them with remarkable
Innovations: electrical torpedoes, a submarine and s'na-submersibles. These were
less effective than refusal of Sumter's ltel,e1
defenders to give tip asacadily as Uraua defenders 111 Vail. They never surrealered.

—CLARK liCINNAIRD

CHIROPRACTORS

Mon. - Wed. - Fri. - 9-12 & 2-6
Sat. 9-12 - Sunday 1-5 p.m.
- Dial 437-5131 Hardin, Kentucky
Masonic Building - S. 641

DAY OR NIGHT

DIAL

753:6363
coltesy

PEOPLES BANK

L7rU1114':iL 7.71

BY AGE OF HEAD
EllEn
EDIEI
tiff

rt.KW/ I
BY MAJOR INDUSTRY
FINANCE, INSURANCE, REALTY

1:1=Lii111113
rtIANSP, COMMON, MINK UTILITY...II

WUNESS 41 REPAIR SERVICE41.1.1111111

111.11=n11215111

BAGRICULTUR,E, FORESTRY, FISHERIES
BY MAJOR OCCUPATION
IJ Mattire:ate
COI Fie it

ELBA

14E1 nits
441771Wrii
41-71
prTraTral.
11VMAGE
$7,034

111464MUtt, FARA* 04044.1
MI:13t3=1

PROFILE OF FAMILY INCOME, 1962—Scan this chart from
the National Industrial Conference Board and you notice
that, by and large, the fa.mllies In the west have the moat
Income, 45-54 years is the big earning period, and professionals average higher incomes.

READ THE LEDGER'S LLASSIFIEDS
Bucy's
B
Supply

FOR FINE FINISHES

uilding

We Have A Complete Line of

CERAMIC TILE

In Stock
sq. ft. 60t
WALL & FLOOR TILE
TRIM - FIXTURES - ADHESIVES - GROUT
9 Colors to Choose From in the Wall Tile
Why order special when you can pickup immediately
and save?
— 10% CASH DISCOUNT —
South 4th Street
Phone 753-5719

TYPEWRITERS

The huge chain with ancho rthat
Confederates stretched across the
Mississippi Raver to turn back Union gunboats is a focal potnt of
Interest at Columbus-Belmont State
Park.

FOR SALE or RENT

As a boy. Ulysses S. Grant, 18th
U. S. President. attended the Rand
and Richardson School at Maysville for one year.

LEDGER & TIMES.
103 N. 4th Street

hero

Dial 753-1916

ATTENTION CAR DEALERS

OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO. IN MURRAY

EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL
104 East Maple St.

Tel. 753-3161

Regular Air Taxi Service
to
GULFPORT, MISSISSIPPI
EACH THURSDAY, BEGINNING SEPT. 5th

50.00
$75.00

WALLIS DRUG
Will Be Open This Sunday
111/ PEW

PI

Murray, Ky.

Pulaski County was named for
Count Joseph Pulaald, Polls patriot
and American Revolutionary War

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.

of
Murray, Ky.

$10,000

powness

ADDING MACHINES

FOR CORRECT

TIME aml
TEMPERATURE

leeeo

A life-size statue of Vice President Aken W Barkley will officially
take its place of honor in the State
Capitol rotunda October 3.

_
DR. EARLE E. TISDALE
DR. WM. H. ABERNATHY

tepee
-

Pittsburgh

James T Morehead, Kentucky's
Billy Williams hit a pair of two13th governor, was the first gover- run homers, his 20th and 21st, and
nor born in Kentucky.
drove in five of the Cubs' runs in
their victory over the Meta Paul
Toth. first of three Chicago pitchers,
was credited with his fifth win in
13 decisions while Larry Bearnarth
dropped his sixth decisions against

CENTENNIAL SCRAPBOOK
The War for the Union 1861-65'in

sacrifice fly in the sixth, and scored

$4,000

S2,000

BY REGION

Pre, PresertpUes mud Swift 1101111
WE WILL BO °LOOM front
10)0 paw. ter Moroi Mel.
sais.

One Way
Round Trip

For Ftirther Information Contact

FRANK NANCE
— or —

RUSSELL R1DDICK

AVIATION

Henry County Airport — Paris, Tennessee
Telephone 648

.a
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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MALE HELP WANTED

.$10.000

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
LARGE LOCALLY MANAGED
company has openings for two young
married men with high school education. Route se/es and delivery.
575 00 per week plus °mutilations to
qualified men. Write Box 482, Mayfield, Ky., phone 247-6038.

•

I

FOR

SALE

AN EXTRA NICE THREE Bedroom
liana Large Uving room, dining
area. Micheal and ceramic tile bath.
Pine hardwood floors. Carport. This
home was built by one of the area's
fineat build. The price is right.
Call Gainciel Reaves anytime. Phone
'763-6111.
.. c
a27
----PIANOS. ONE REPOSSESSED
Spinet, one used Console. "Your exclusive Baldwin dealer", Then Lonardo Piano Company, Purls, Tennessee.
ltc

•

•

•

a30c

7

ONE HORSE PONY, 1 YEAR OLD,
bay color with cream tail and mane.
Will sell or trade for Cott. Phone
/eta Hat.
THE RIGHT HOME FOR YOUR
family! Three bedroom brick, plastered throughout and close to grade
school and high school. A thoroughly clean and bright home, large lot
that in well landscaped. • Carport,
kitchen and family room, large living room, you enter the front door
and go to any room in the house
via hallway withoot going through
any other room. Also contains a
large bath with shaver and a half
bath. only 8460.00 down.
GEN'I'LEMAN'S E1BTATE AT A big
reduction a home for gracious living
. Western
In a wooded setting on the
edge of the city This home features
five large bedrooms, large formal
living'room with a huge brick fire

fismegto *re

place, two ceramic tile beths, a two
car garage, built in range in kitchen
and the lot size Is 210x775.
A REAL VALUE THIS THREE bedroom brick veneer contains an extremely attractive family room and
kitchen, the kitchen has a built in
range. One and a half ceramic tale
baths, iota of closet space and this
one of two or three nomes in Murray that has a complete large filtered switnming pool that has a five
year guarantee. To appreciate this
fine home and as outstanding feat•
ures call us today.
TUCKER REALTY .3s Insurance Co.
Maim Office, 502 Maple SC, PL 34342, Donald R. Tucker, Bobby Grogan; Branch Office, South 12th St.,
1tc
PL 3-4710, Hiram L. Tucker.

FOR YOUR INSURANCE
Contact
CHARLES THOMAS McDANIEL
Now affiliated with
WILSON INSURANCE AGENCY

can
and as

tion
—24,645 Cu. yds. earthfill
—111.0 Cu. yds. reinforced concrete
with
—126 lin. ft. reinforced concrete
aged couple 5 days each week, at
pressure pipe
—424 lin, ft. helical corrugated Ooldwater. Ky. For further information call Hanetine's Grocery, 409metal pipe
a26p
2378.
—10.1 acres seeding
—3,120 lin. ft. barbed wire fencing
—114 lin. ft. H.Cid. pipe
UNFURNISHED, LOCKED ROOM
—335 Cu. yds. graded filter ma- near college. For storage of personal
terial
effects, principally books. No other
a28p
use. Phone 753-5104.
--2 aluminurri trash racks
—1 slide heedstate
—210 sq. yds. sodding

L.O.WANw. NTT.EDSTAY

NOTICE

753-3263
for Tom

Or at his home
753-4805
a31c

WANTED

TO

BUY

10 OR 15 OF SATURDAY, August 3
Ledger at Tunes newspapers. Bring
to Ledger IR Times office.

tfnc

FEATHER BEDS WANTED, Duck
10c per lb. Write
Bud Oorriga.n, Maher, Ky., give di-

and goose only

rection, buyer will call.

a34p

Prospeotive bidders may assemble In
the office of Marvin Hill, P.O. Box
506, Murray an September 10, 1963
at 10.00 am., CST, for a group
showing of the'rork site. If you axe
,
to &Karat ThC-p..11130Wlnif,
arrangements to :aspect the site
made be made with Marvin Hill,
Oontraoting Officer for the Feet
Fork of Chas River Wa.tershed
Conserve.ncy District, Swann Building, MUrraY, Kentucky (Phone PL
_
_
3-178D. —

PLEASE, 1963 GRADUATES OF
talk:way County High bring
NEW 2 BEDROOM HOUSE partly books to school Monday, the 26th to
ltc
furnished. Adults. No pet& Call 753- be sold to undergraouates.
aMp
3073 after 5:00 p.m.
NOTICE TO PROSPECTIVE
TRAILER SPACE FOR RENT AT
BIDDERS — CONSTRUCTION
Lone Oak trailer park near Ky. Sealed bids, in
single copy, will
Lake. Water and swcrs Health Ap- received in the office of
Marvin Hill,
proved. For further information dial Swami Bldg., Poet Office
Box 506,
Complete assembly of the invitat4OXL
a24c
436-3357.
Murray, Kentucky. until 10:00 am.,
for bids may be obtained from the
NICE SIX ROOM BRICK ROUSE CST., September 24, 1963, and then contracting officer.
lie
near Carter School. 312 Irwin. Phone be publicly opened and reed for the
&26c construction of one (11 earthfill
492-3453.
floodwater retarding structure. This
structure is located within the East
HEL2 WANTED
Fork Clarks River Watershed apWOMEN'S SIZE 10 ALL OCCASION proximately 5 nules southwest of
dresses. Call 753-2746.
a34c Murray. Oalloway onority, Kentucky.
The estimated quantities of the maBABY SITTER FOR SMALL Child jor items of work are:
762-3379.
this fall. Call
—2,719 Cu. yds. common excavaltc

66- S mall rug
67-Be Ill
MBA AWAY
(abbr.)
60-Stern
62-Disastrous
64-Fathers
65-Cut
DOWN
1-Cease

tZb3e

be

ACROSS
1-M arning
device
6-Foundations
11-Band of
color
12-Sheepilke
animal
14-Preposition
16-51easure of
weight
16-Unit of
Portuguese
currency
17-Faroe
Islands
whirlwind
18-Lik•IY
20-Hazardous
23-Preposition
26-A stat•
(abbr.)
26-Be mistaken
27-Citadel of
Athena
22-Mature
31-Proceed
36-Tear
34-Prefix: new
22-Teutonic
deity
19- Native metal
41-Persist
41-Place
46.500 god
47-indellnite
article
42-Ps Cc Island
group
Si- Weaken
63..Symbol for

2-Conjunction
3-Insert egg

4- FoLqiess
6-11..c0flab
6-Peals
T-T. ,ard the
e!.eitereci
side

3-Steeple
3- Baby Ionian
deity
10-One who
whips
11-Music: a.
written
13-Roman
bronze
19-Rocky hill
21-Nothing
12- Anglo-Sazoa
money
14-Preposition
27-Timis gone
by
21-Bouquets
20-Fruit seed
30-Manages
31-Bishopric
13-Before
17-Eggs
40-Lamprey
42-Tattered
cloth
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by Charles 111. Schulz

WELL,NOW
THAT I'VE
BROO6HT IT TO
YON ATTENTiON
WHAT DO
YOU 'THINK

WHEN THiN 6-5
THAT I TRY NOT
TO THINK Agoa
ARE BROUE.HT TO
MY ATTENTION,'
TRY NOT TC THINK
A9OOT THE4I

CH, FCREET IT!

WELL WHEN THINGS
THAT ARE...
It

f:

;77170747107i7lifirtjArrW41
by Don Sherwood

DAPI WIAGG

LSSIFIEDS
FINISHES
Line

of

•

IIC TILE

stock
sq. ft. 60e
- GROUT
Wan Tile
p immediately

753-5719

ERS

•
•
IINES

While his pato led steadily Several times this or that one
GRA MKS - Bi—
THE TIME had come for Bet- downward, hers continued up, had hinted that he would reAny
' ay to return to Geneva. and the future would be hers far member her son in his will.
welcome, to
Paying calla on all of the Bona- more than his! The movement bequest would be
important., howparte*, including the now-petu- of her small feet down the cor- be sure; more
the recognition
lant Pauline, she received a few ridor sounded like that of a vic- ever, would be
in such gifts
small gifts and firm assurances torious combatant, driven by of the boy implicit
—notice to the world that they
that Bo's marriage would be success.
to be one of
Only when she went out into considered him
carried through. "You must stop
would mean so
worrying like an American." the caressing sun of Florence them. They
to Bo and to her.
"You'll see now well it works did she begin to tremble, and much, so much
Betsy saw that the family
out." Despite their expressions she clenched her fingers to
continued to held her son in
of good will, Betsy left with steady titel/N. —
favorable regard, 'exchanging
mixed feelings.
Approaching h e r boarding
with him, asking about
For a time she would visit house, Betsy paused...lowered her letters
when they met Americans,
In Florence, a favorite place for veil, and hastened in the oppo- him
of his qualities. The
many of her friends She had site direction. They must not talking
correspondence with his
no reason to think that this day see her there until her crying boy's
steadily, and
would be different from any had stopped. But it took a long father increased
Jerome wrote that he hoped to
other when, soon after her ar- time.
find a proper European bride
rival, she set out to spend sevThe next few months were a for Bo and, perhaps before long,
eral hours. in the gallery of the
period of unbroken tension. Fee- to see the son he had never met.
MU palace.
quently Betsy was bedridden And after a few years Jerome
a small room she had been
with a headache that tore at sent word that he would like to
standing for several minutes beher temples; again she suffered have Bo visit him and his famfore an oil study of Rome when
attacks of nausea that kept her ily.
footsteps approached, and, turnIn her rooms for days.
For Betsy this was a bittering, she moved toward the door.
Messages arrived in Geneva sweet hour. It was good, and
Her steps halted. Ahead
from Philadel- Important, to know that his fastood an aging man in expen- from Baltimore,
Rome, but each was ther welcomed the boy, and yet
sive yet somewhat flashy attire phia, from
Bo had It would be difficult. . . . Aland beside him a stout woman. vague or noncommittal.
with Joseph though the effort cost her someWith her first glance Betsy rec- spent some time
was as friendly thing, she must not let her own
ognized Jerome Bonaparte; al- Bonaparte, who
made no ref- feelings stand in the way.
though he had changed for the as ever, yet oddly
proposed marriage.
And so for some three months
worse since their good-by seven- erence to the
an opportunity to Bo became a guest of Jerome.
teen years ago in Lisbon, ehe Her eon had
acquainted with The boy got along well with his
would have known him any- become well
prospective bride. half-brothers and -sisters, and
where. His companion was, of Charlotte, the
the was the subject of special concourse, the woman who, as his but she too did not Medusa
cern to Catherine, the former
queen, had taken Betsy's place. matter.
• • •
Queen. Taking his face in her
her
mouth
As Betsy paused.
Y Betsy strode hands, she told him, in touchns'ILESSI
realized
Jerome
slightly open,
up and down her narrow trig words, that by her marriage
who she was. Somewhat puzzled,
chamber in Geneva. What did to Jerome she had been the
awkwardly
looked
Catherine
this mean? Everyone had cause of much of his troubles,
from one to the other. Betsy's
seemed agreeable to the mar- and she added, "I will try to
the
over
swiftly
passed
eyes
riage; Jerome Bonaparte him- make it up to you as best I
dowdy figure. to return to the
self had written that he favored can."
man who had been her husband.
It. And how, bit by bit, other
By now time was taking its
The puffed ,eyes, slightly swol• •
hints came to her.
toll of the family. Napoleon
len cheeks, the paunch, the
Joseph Bonaparte, the girl's himself had died on the lonely
broken complexion ...
father, had developed doubts prison-island of St. Helena. Sudfixed
eyes
red-lined
With his
about the alliance. He wondered denly Pauline was dead, and fn
as if in hypnotism upon Betsy, if a union with another member spite of her flighty and shifting
a
in
lady
his
addressed
Jerome
of the family might be more attitude., she became the first
whisper. "That's—my American advisable for his daughter. of the Bonapartes to name Bo
wife." The words came with an There was talk of Achille Mur- in her will, leaving him a beeffort, and he said no more. The at, son of the one-time King of quest of 20.000 francs.
fleshy lips tightened and in his Naples, who haul married NapoTo the dead woman,„Betay
gaze she read astonishment and leon's sister Caroline, and also gave thanks; Pauline bad after
also another emotion—admira- of Louis Bonaparte's oldest son all honored her prombies to her
tion of her appearance. How Napoleon. . . .
nephew. A few years later Cardglad she was that she had taken
Reading grimly through the inal Feseh succumbed, and the
pains today to wear this strik- latest letter, Betsy let it slip boy's great-uncle (more propering green velvet with a light, from her hands. So that was it; ly, step great-uncle) left him
almost transparent coat over it
Joseph had decided he could do 50.000 francs.
After a moment Betsy's head
But as for the doughty Madbetter than her son, and all of
him
Let
bit.
a
lifted, then tilted
their planning, her labor, and ame Mere, before her death the
half-dozen
A
staring!
keep on
her arrangements meant noth- word went out that she had not,
remarks occurred to her—cutalas, even mentioned Bo in her
ing whatever!
questions.
derisive
words,
ting
'he want to work again to will. She left the bulk of her
How often had she rehear
direct Bo's education, approving estate to Napoleon's pathetic
the kind of thing she would say. his entry into Harvard; she son by Marie Louise —a youth
But now no words issued.
urged him to practice economy, who received little from the
Although hardly a minute had
to apply himself in preparation others.
passed, the time seemed much
Yet Napoleon's mother had
for a profession.
longer. Well, then, she said to
More and more earnestly she once favored Jerome, the "most
herself, there was nothing more
prospects in the worthless" of her children, Betto do. It was she who started asked about
and mean- sy cried. By virtue of her posifrom the room, taking care to. diplomatic service,
pos- tion, Madame Mere might have
move no more quickly, no more while she scanned lists of
sible future brides for her boy done most to aid her grandson's
slowly than before.
cause; she had done least.
With her last glance at Jer- —first Bonapartes, then royalty,
and
nobility,
royalty;
former
he
Why,
herself:
ome, she told
nobility.
Betsy is yet to suffer the
• appeared at least twenty years former
And sue still labored diligent- Worst blow of all. The story
her senior. At that a glow of
triumph brightened her face. In ly to maintain her ties, and Bo's, continues to a conclusion here
Bonaparte'. tomorrow.
her way she had won over him; with the various
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BENNETT DAUGHTER—Stephanie Wanger, daughter of
actress Joan Bennett and
producer Walter Wenger, is
shown with her bridegroom.
Frederick K. Guest II, son of
socialite Winston Guest and
Mrs. Helena McCann Charlton, before their marriage in
New York. They are honeymooning on tour of the world.

THE TIMETABLE FOR The
COmateeaST CONQUEST OF LATIN
AMERICA i5 52T. UNLESS
50METH1/43 i5 DONE IT Ma
'TAKE PLACE BEFORE
CHRISTMAS!

F DE_ CfSIRES TO
rf:ONSTRAZT ALL LAnm
AMERICA Ca THE MOVE!.
OF CUBA AND HE i1.4.5
MAX)SEOZET TROOPS
AND ef4F1)45 WNW
FOR 1e5 5'51441.70
-K
ATTAL

ONE OF O5 au57 TBL VLIR
6DVERNMEN7. MY COUNTRY
15 ALL imPORTANT TO ME,
DAN. MY UFE IS Wi.)RT11 LITTLE
BUT MBA 15 NORTNY OF
FREEDOM AT Ake COSH

by Ernie BushmIlles

NANCY

E3CY---NANCY SURE
15 A FUSS-BUDGET

HEY, NANCY--I KNOW YOU
ALWAYS LIKE
TO BE NEAT
AND TIDY ABOUT

EVERYTHING--

ABBIE

by Raebarn Van Buren

AN' SLATS

YES— MY NAME HAS
SEEN CONSISTENTLY
LINKED WITH MURDER,
MR, DOBBS,'

A wR1TER -SPECiALiziNG
trsi TALES CF INTRIGUE --AND MURDER

'IOU ABSENT
YES, I HAVE BECOME RICH PLOTTING
L....9 DARLING,You. WHERE
„
AND EXECUTING MURDERS- BUT AL,
HAVE •iou BEEN
.ON THE PRINTED PAGE
AH- HERE COMES THE
LOVELY URIEl_

TH" WHOLE.DANGED
U.S. ARMY IS SET TIN'
IN OUR TOADSTOOLPATCH,SMACKIN'
THAR LIPS!!

by Al Capp

,

LIL' ABNER
MATcHE.RLVE
Ti-4E'1'S GONNA
HAVE TI-I'
WORLD'S BIGGESI
CHICKEN DINNERNAMELY,
CHARLIE!"

HOW ARE \ilOU
PREPARING
CHARLIE FOR
THE. BARBECUE,
PRNOPE`i0KUM
-WirTI-1 AN

Ctra?

OH,140
THET'LL

HURT
CHARLIE!!

THEN,liOU'D
DRUTH ER WRING
HIS NECK?

AMR
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Miss Lochie Belle Overbey Becomes Mrs. I
Maurice Ronald Christopher 11 in Ceremony

MaRKAY,

KENTLCKY

•

Mrs.3. B. Burkeen - 75349
47

Vetite
.11iss Jane Watson
Presides At Meet
Of Rainbow Girls

SATURDAY — AUGUST 24, 1989

Breakfast Held .4 t
White Home On
Sunday .11orning

ll'illiams•Dunn Wedding Vows Read

The home of Mr. and Mrs. Seiburn
White WiiS the setting for the breakfast he'd en Stind.iy morntng
at
nine o'clock in horor of Miss Lochie
Overbey and Ronald Christopher, bridal couple.
Mrs. White and Mrs Harlan Hodges and her daughter. Nancy. of
Anna, lila were the hostesses for the
triorreng occasion.
Lovely floral arrangements from
the White's garden acre' used
to
enhance the breakfast scene. The
couple was prieented with
. wedding
gifts from the hostesses.
Those attending were Messes Betty Hart, Mary Wells Overbey.
Joan
Jameson, Julie Houser, Jean Squidnet. Jane Squifflet, Nancy Hodges,
and Lochie Belle Overbey: Mea1 ante Homer. Mary Belie
Overbey.
Maurice P. Christopher. Mr.
and
Mrs. Roger Little. Ronald Christopher. Pill Jones. Mr. and Mrs.
Hodges and Mrs. White.
• • ••

Dear Abby.. .

A Reason For Telling!
Abigail Van Buren
MOM

DEAR ABBY. I know a practical said they were divorced and she gets
nurse who is a disgrace to the pro- leimenv ard support money regularJessica. She was hired to care for ly We hive been like a family to
an eicierly lady who is alnine help- Mabel.. Out of the blue my husband
less. After the P. N. puts this elderly told ,ne he wanted to ADOPT Mablady to bed she goes out the back el's youngest child. a Jiimeet boy. I
door and across the street to spend knew my husband was fond of this
the night with a widower who lives child, but I can't see why he would
alone. She is supposed to be sleeping want to ADOPT him. He said Mabel
in the bedroaen next to the patient weuei centinue to nine him but the
in ceee she is needed during the boy would be legally his "son" Isn't
night I ant not the kind of person this 'tether unusual? What would
who makes trouble. but I think you do Abby?
somebody to tell the family pf this
IN A DAZE
DEAR IN: I'd tell my husband to
poor old helpless woman. and I don't
foiget It. And if you are like a "famknow them well enough.
ily" to Mabel. do her a favor and
W..EING IS BELIEVING
DEAR EFAING: To be aware of help her find A nice man to comber- own family.
-and istddivid- it
the family lc in my opinion, moan),
wrong. Since you don't know the
'SEAR ABBY: Last night I took
?errs Codie Caldwell and
Miss family well enough to tell them, find a baby-sitti
ng Job in the neighborLech Caldwell entertained with
someone
But
who
dote
to
see
that
it
an,
informal breakfast on Tuesday the 'amity learns the truth Immedi- tiaau. I had just started to sit for
money and it was my first time
morning at ten o'clock at their home ately.
with these people. I am it and my
• • •
on the Lynn Grove Road forMiss
mother won't let me sit anywhere
Lochie Belle, Overbey.
DEAR ABBY* I 'an married, but later than midnight. It was agreed
Gnats included out of town guests
of Miss Overbey who were here for for reasons I cannot put in a letter weir these people that I'd sit Nom
1 „al auable to keep my baby. Will seven until midnight for 50c an
her wedding on Tuesday afternoon
.
Those present were Mimes Jean a home for unwed mothers take me'? hour. The children were perfect and 4
e ive me no trouble. It got to be
NIGHTMARE
and Jane Squifflet of Harrodsburg.
.the parents were nut
DEAR NIGHTMARE: Yes, there. 12:30
MISS Julie Houser of Frankfort
,
Miss Joan Jameson of Hoewelle, are SOME home. that will take home. yeta'My mother called twice
I mid to tell her I couldn't
Term , Miss Mary Wells Overbey, married girls. Send me your name
leave because the parents were Ann
Mrs Mary. Belle Cherbey, Mass and ii-ddrese
out. Finally. at 1 A.M.. I telephoned
I oe'ne Belle Overbey. and the
hostthe parents they were at a relaDEAR ABBY . About six years ago Dye's home) and asked them please
:nosed into our to come home They came right
a nice young
neighborhood. I'll call them Mabel away and apologized for forgetting
and Pete. which au, not their real the time. They tipped me a dollar,
names. My husband and I became too. Now my mother won't let me
very friendly with them They had sit for theziNny more, It only haptwo children end so did we. Two pened once. Do you think my mother
years ago. for no reason at all. Pete is being fair?
Walked off and left Mabel. She was
SI 1 !het
five months pregnant at the time , DEAR SITTER: I would my. give
• We never saw Pete again. but Mabel I the night owls one more chance.

Murray Aasembly No. lB Order of
the Rainbow for Girls held Its reviler meeting at the Masionic Hall
on Tuesday evening at seven o'clock
at the Masonic Hall
Miss Jane Watson. worthy sdvts3r pro-tern, presided at the meeting Miss Pat Jackson. recorder protein. read the minutes
Plans were discussed further for
the Assembly to attend the Fraternal Din in Louisville on Sunday.
September 22. Reservations should
be made at the next regular meeting to be held on Tuesday. September 3
Those reported on the sick list
-wers-fatirrierlatrond:- Yean
Mane Vaughn, and Diane Tallaferro
Members present were Jane Watson. Rhonda Vance. Carolyn McNeely, Canny Shelton. Pat Jackson,
Sherrie McCuiston, Barbara Flynn,
Chenlynne Pair, Anita Flynn. Pat
Carneal. Phyllis Flynn. Jnae Young.
arid Betty Maynard Eastern Stars
and Masons present were Mrs.
Frances Churchill. mother advisor,
and Charles Flynn.

Informal Bre6it st
TIIP yd.:141_4i
Caldwell Home

Her flowers were pun orchids. Mrs
Christopher. mother of the groom
I
wore a champagne lace gown well
harmoruzing hat and shoes. Her
novices were green oechids
Mrs Bruce Overbey. grandmother
of the bride, sore s blue and cranMR. AND MRS. LARRY JOSEPH DI NN
berry dress and white carnations
moor
Mrs E W Baker, grandmother If
The marriage of Miss Shirley to
teach art at South Hopkins High
the groom, wore a blue and white Jean
Williams daughter of Mr and 'School. near
Madisenville. Kentucky.
gown and a white carnation corsage. Mrs.
Leon Collins of Irvan St.. MurMr Christopher was his son's beat ray, to tsirry Joseph.Dunn, son of
Immediately following the cereman Groomsmen were Messrs Har- Mr
and Mrs Prentice Dunn 011ie ,t mony the couple left for their apartold Hurt. Murray. Bill O'Brien, Ben- St.,
Murray was solemnized Wed- ment at 48 Lake St. Madoonville,
ton. Sidney Easley. Kirksey, and nay.
August 14.
Kentucky.
Roger Little. Lachfiela. nl . brotherThe
double
ring ceremony was
in-haw of the groom Ushers were
MRS MtURICE RONeLD CHRISTOPHER II
Messrs Da v i d Denton. Somerset; performed at two o'clock in the
att.-noon at the College Church
Moe Lochie Belle Overbey became panel caught with two
tailored Jerry Don Neal. Hebert Vaughn.
of Christ. with Bro Paul Hodges
the bride at Maurice Ronald Chris- , bows, and ended in a seem-chap
el Jerry Row, Buddy Farris. and Ted
topher II at 4 30 e Cock August 20 yeah The front of the
officiating in the presence of the
floor-length Sykes. Murray. Messrs Hurt. Easley,
when the u edctr,g eas _were _smell siorr-sens-eased-Mot
Immediate families of the couple.
.he-hip line with Sykes, Denton. Neal. Vaughn, and
in the Murray M. Otodot Church' soft pleats. The bodice
A cappella music was played softof tare was Rose are fraternity brothers of the
with the P -a..Loyd W It. riser. ch- I designed with a natural
'
neck line: groom. Mr O'Brien was a college ly in the background throughout
until minister. cone-la:one the eou- the back was fastened
the ceremony.
With self- roommate
ble-ring ceremony.
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
The bride wore a white street
coyered buttons as sect the wristA reception in the church parlor
The bride vs the det_hter of Mrs. length pointed &tem
T what age should a
Her head- followed the wedding The receiving length sheseh dress of brocade)]
Mars It Ile Clark Oierbee and Atty.! dress was a
youngster have his first
ndeaujol pearls and line was composed of Mrs. Mary taffeta and a assaIl white hat with
Wee, Ovvrbey Mr Chrisepher is held the finger-tip
camera?
'
eal of illusion Belle Clark Overbey. Mrs. Maurice veil. Her college was of a lute carhe son of Mr- and Mrs. Maurice P.1 She carried a
nations:
It depends on the child, but
etete Bible on which P Christopher, the bride and groom,
Christ opher. Both fermhes are of was a bouquet
woe_
often a boy or girt of eight- ier
mhos Wilson of Mayfield
of gardenias,_ Her Miss Mary Wells Overbey and the
was tele maid of honor she wore
cede yearetry was a diamond pend- brides maids.
ready to shoot snapshots. It's
The nuptial Meg were observed'. ant, a gift of the
a
eon
pink
up to the individual child and
cotton .dress trunmed in
The wedding cake Ives the feature
groom.
in the churcha traditional condlewhen he starts to shy": a real
Bndeamatds. classmates and so- of the tea table which was covered matching lace Her hat was of the
Itches. Two vases if white gtadio,• rority sisters of
Interest in people and places.
Mrs. Christopher. with white satin and net, and cent- same shade of pink and her corsage
were on the altar table
were Misses 'Julie Houser. Frank- ered with a floral errangement of was made of varigated pink carnaAim-And-Shoot Model
M 1 s a Lillian %%eters. erearust fort. Joni Jameson. Rossville,
Tenn.. white gladiolas and mums. Cherub tions.
For a first camera, a sturdy,
played -Clio* de LI:9.e- while Mester ' Jean aqua:Get.
Larry
Knight. a college friend,
Harrodsburg. and candelabras completed the decoraeasy-to-use type is a wise
Cleave Her? Landon served
Served as best man.
as; Betty Hart Murray. Miss Mary Welk tion
choice. One new aim-end-shoot
ecolyte tittle the aid of Cadet PFC patches' was her
Mrs. Collins. mother of the bride,
Miss Jane Squifflet. Harrodsburg
ristere maid of
model is ideal because loadWells Overbey. touicAl of the bride.
served the punch. Miss Ann Tate. wore a navy and black printed silk
ing it is so easy.
and Jerry Rose and Buddy Ferns
Thew dremses of turquoise silk fail- Hazard. presided at the cake service. dress with black accheoeies Her
You simply drop the film
lighted the candles at the ends of le- were fashioned
in empire style. Miss Nancy Roberts and Mrs. Ftoghe corsage was white carnations on
cartridge into the camera and
the _altar able_
.
floor length, and accented in the Little. sister of the groom. Litch- blue net.
that's that. Thereei no margin
As Dre.ni Girt of P1 Kappa Al-. back by a
Mrs. Dunn. mother of the groom,
double-looped flowing field, Ill, registered the guests. Misfor error because the cartridge
p:ayed. ushers escorted to trirn. Their heeddressee
were rings ses Gail Houston, Sara Hughes, chose a navy silk jersey dress with
fits
only one way- the right
seats of honor Mimes Jhne Squifflet. of matching
.faille and net. They Melissa Sexton. Mary Frank Hol- white accemories Her corsage was
way.
.
Nancy Hodges. Anno Tate_ Nancy wore short gloves
end shoes that comb and Leah Caldwell, and Mrs. composed of pink carnations en
Roberts. Guil Houston. Mary Prank matched their
For A Starter
al
dresses. The bouquets ' Ted Sykes helped in the serving. deep pink net
Holcomb. Leah Celdwell. Melissa were of Fuji
The bride is a graduate of M"?' Others w h o were hostesses were
Start your youngster off on
mums.
.0
Sexton. Sara Hughes and Mrs Bobblack-and-white film. When he
, Mesdames Gordon Moody. aunt of ray High School and Is a . „ohoFlower girls. Little Motes Cathy the bride:
by Fain end Mn.. Ted Sykes.
more
at Murray State meaoring in
becomes expert, he can gradDan Hart. Nat ftyan
Mrs John Boater smog 'Becauee". Christopher. sister of the groom.! Hughes. Harold
uate to color prints, slides and
Douglas Gene Lan- business.
-God °eve Me You arid 'The Lord and Debbie Landoit. wore floor- dolt. Oarne
Mr. Dunn grelaated from New
flash pictures. The new easy;
Hutspeth and George
You
Mess %Slitters Waved ereth dre.oes made of metenal that ! Hart
load camera, by the way, has
Concord High School in 1959. and
"Liebserotr: -Perfect Love" and the matched the gowns of the bridesa pull-up flash holder that
Mr and Mrs Christopher left for received his B. S. degree with . an
meide They wore short white gleves • iee honeymoon
tradheonel wedding marches.
IT'S A WISE shutterbug who takes advantage of
slips back into the camera_
of undisclosed loca- area in Art. at Murray State. Aug,
sure-fire picture material such as a
•
new puppy. The camera's aimed to get a good shot
Nhoeiif
o the same t
color- of the tion. She wore a three-piece natural 9. 1963. He holds membership In
when not In use.
when Puppy turns toward the lout.
The bride was eieen .n marriaze' gowns and the
).
•
nbbons u. their hair. silk linen etestfune with
. Give your youngater * few
.accessories Kappa Pi. e„reetional, honorary Art
• I.by her- tether -.She-. wore cotton- Ws: Overt:fey Wore for her daugh- of the same
you can without cutting off don't face hint directly
elementary tips on how to
color. Her flowers were fraternity.
Ixaceed tate:see:me de sOie Imported ter's wedding
towards a record of his photo-takirig
a delicate shade of ' her wedding bouquet.
W. DUI111 has accepted a position
take pictures. Here are rules any important part of the
The couple
the sun so he squints into the
gown trimmed with shadow taco?* rose all-over
progress.
lace dress with match- will return to Murray
picture. About five feet is the
that should help him get good
August =
lens.
The back of the skirt featured a lace ing sleeveless
Picture-taking is a hobby
jacket and eccessones i and leave fore Lexington
minimum distance when using
results.
Aug. 25
7. Don't picture people starthat can be enjoyed for a
. where they will reside. She will be1. Hold the camera steady a box camera.
ing into the camera. Catch
lifetime and it's one that can
4. Let the sunlight come
gin her duties as teacher in the
BA1 DE COOI!
and squeeze the button gently.
them doing something.
Mrs Earl Jones and childish,
lead to other interests, too. It
from over your shoulder and
sixth grade in one of the city schools Gregory
Van. Loranda Ann. and
S. Keep the camera lens
P4
No Thumbs, Please
44.0 CAPTAIN COOK S MONUMENT
may even result in guiding a
a little to one aide.
'here. Mh. Christopher will re-entar Tamers
DelliSe. of New Orleans. La..
clean. A soft, tintless cloth
child to a career. Photography
2. Be careful not to peace
eAPEN00
law school in September
Beat
Thine
To
Shoat
are visiting her parents, Mr. and
removes dust and most may be one occupation.
your thumb in front of the
If he's
- Mr. and Mrs Christopher are Mrs.
5. The best time to take out- smudges.
Kenneth Palmer, and her
.MESIAINA
interested in darkroom work.
lens. Also watch the neck- door pictures
zracluates of Murray High School parents-i
is
mid-morn
ing
n-law. Mr and Mrs. Clay
chemistry
MOOREA
could
strap.
be
It's apt to stray in this or mid-ofternoon when
another.
Progress Record
and attended Murray State College. Jones.
the sun
Mr. Jones who has been
Even art is a possibility. if he
direction, too,
Mrs. Christopher greduated from working
is not do ectly overhead.
TAHITI
Get junior a scrapbook for
in a hospital in Denver,
enjoys
the
compositi
on
3.
ant deShoot from as close a.s
the University of Kentucky this Colorado.
6. Ifenapping a person, his snapshots. It will serve
this summer will join
as sign aspects of picture -taking.
MARAS GROTTO
there Mr. Christopher will re-enter his family
here about September 1.
the University o; Kentucky ln Sep- They will
ATIMAON0e...leave for New Orleans
tember .to continue his studies in about the
second week in Septemthe law school.
ber
ea''k
Out-of-town guests at the wed••••
ding were Mrs Harlan Hodges, AnMrs OMR Hopkins and children
na. Ill., Bill Jones, Louisville; Mrs. of Detroit,
Mich are spending two
E A. Houser and Mist Nancy Hous- weeks with
her parents, Mr. and
er, Frankfort. Mrs Mennen Dement Mrs
JAPAN
Olhe Workman, and her hus.\ U.S.
and
MLSS
Ladonna
Weaver.
May
CHINA
band's nether. Mrs Amos Hopkins.
Mrs. B D. Biker, Cairo, Ill., Mr. Hopkins accompan
ied his family
Mr and Mrs. Howard Huff, Louis- to Murray but
returned to Detroit
, HAWAII
MEXICO
ville; Mr. a.ncildraalohn Fleet}, Cairo. on Monday.
-"-41.1PPINES
111.. Mrs Roger Little and Miss Sus••••
an Little, Litchfield, IU.; Mimes
Jane Squifflet. Harroesburg, Miss
Ann Tate. Hazard; the Daroey Eaker family — Misses Nancy, Helen
and Susie. Nashville. Tenn.: Mrs.
Monday..tugust 56
Gertrude Moore. Somerset; and Mrs.
The Dorcas Hinday School Class
Ronald Terrell and Miss Jane Early. of the First
Baptist Church has
LaCenter.
cancelled its dinner meeting at the
••• •
Triangle Inn for this mouth.
FIVE DAY FORECAST
•• ••
rBy United Press International
The Murray Toastmistrese Club
LOUISVILLE eft -- The extend- will meet In the
NEW ZEALAND
Bank of Murray
ed Kentucky weather forecast for directors
room at 7 30 p m. Phyllis
the five-day period Saturday thro- Hyde, Council
Three president, will
ugh Wednesday.
"HEM." COMING TO PARADI5E—M;.p locates the town cf
be present. Each member is urged
Temperatures will average near to invite two guests
Arue (arrow) on the Pacific island paradise of Tahiti, where
normal with only minor day to day
• • • •
France is building a nuclear proving ground. When France'.
'Kodak instainatic 100
changes The Kentucky normal
FOOLPROOF LOADING is feature of new aim-and-shoo
does get around to H-bombing, the site of detopetion probYOUNG FAN enjoys pasting tip his
t
album. It provides a
mean Ls 74 Louisville normal excamera. Film cartridge only fits one
ably will be Mururoa Atoll, 775 miles to the southeast
way—the right way!
record of his progress in taking better
.
and better pictures.
tremes 86 and 63

It s Kid Stuff

New Camera Makes I
Picture-Taking Easy
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